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Data recording
Online data recording is done by L-AFIS systems. Using different interfaces (network,
serial ports, digital 24V I/O inputs) they collect all data from production and inspection
equipment and transmit these results once per minute to the database. Parallel once per
minute all PCs displaying collected data read those from database.

All counting results are accumulated and stored in 5-minute slots.
This means, the most recent 5-minute slot is updated once per minute, until 5 minutes
have been passed, and the next 5-minute slot starts. This allows stepping through results
in 5 minutes slots for the most recent hour. For long time storage counting results are
compressed to 1-hour slots. Of course all events (Alarms, Telegram messages, Sampling
results etc.) are stored without accumulation.
The lehr delay time can be recorded / calculated also by iAfis. All you have to do is to
provide a suitable encoder sensor at lehr drive.
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Display of results
iAfis has different solutions to display results. Also the customer has the facility to modify
displayed pages or to create new ones along his requirements later. Theoretically each PC
or user could get his own individual set of screens. Colour changes or different LED states
may also be defined to pull attraction of operators to upcoming problems, or to honour
good production with green background colour.
The first screen is normally used to display an overview about the complete plant. A
separate box can represent each production line. Values may be displayed either as
numeric values, or as bars, or as histogram lines (one pixel for each of the most recent 40
minutes).

Of course as an alternative it is possible to show more than one box per production line, to
see additional details of inspection equipment for each shop.
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Another way to get a quick overview is the PTM table, showing the efficiency percentages
of all shops, with breakdowns for shifts and each hour.
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Detailed view for one production line
To get a realistic impression, it is possible to show the production line as it physically
exists, using one separate box for each inspection machine:

Each box can keep up to 8 different values. Customer decides how much rows per box
should be used and what they should display.
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Counter diagrams
Another way to display results is the usage of counter diagrams. Up to 16 different pages
can be configured. At left margin the percentage values are displayed, at right margin the
absolute values. This helps to interpret high percentage values for rejects. Have 20%
rejects being caused by 2 bad bottles out of 10 sample bottles, or was this caused by 2000
of 10000 bottles rejected?
Each bar also can have his individual threshold defined for colour change from green to
red.
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Histograms
Histograms show the evolution of rejects over the time axis and clarify, whether the reject
had been on same level over complete period of time, or had been lower most of time,
however with one peak during a certain period:

Up to 16 pages can be used; each page can display up to 8 different values. In case of
more than one leg used at inspection area it is helpful to add pictures for left / right
comparison to increase the quality of set-up. In this picture you can see, that different
adjustments between finish inspection on left and right hand side had been corrected after
13:00:
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Mould dependent defect results
The most detailed information about production process can be won by inspection
equipment with mould number reading. Because then defects information is available
separate for each mould number. What iAfis does is to combine this information also with
the section of production machine. The Hot End operator feeds this in on iAfis mould table.
Therefore iAfis can display defects with mould number plus section of production machine.
Defects are shown in descending order. By selecting one defect at upper part of screen
the distribution for this defect over all sections and moulds is updated at lower part of
screen. In this example defect Split Top was selected. As you can see in lower part, mainly
section 12 front with mould number 3 had been involved. The total reject of this defect was
1.1% (1954 containers), mainly caused by section 12 front / mould 3. More than 8% of
mould 3 was found with this defect.

With one mouse click you can see a histogram for this combination of defect and mould
number / section. All changed parts during selected period of time (here 2 x neck ring
changed) are shown also.
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Section Efficiency
Picture section efficiency shows at lower screen part all sections. By selecting one section,
those defects are show at upper part of screen. This is the most important picture for the
operator at Hot End, helping to work section by section to increase the pack using his
knowledge to eliminate the founded defects. At this example section 3 front (mould
number 30) was selected. Main problem on this had been wall thickness (357 containers
or 8.4% rejects by wall thickness for this section / mould).

Also here with one mouse click the histogram for one defect and one section or mould can
be displayed. As you can see, defect thickness decreased after replacement of Blow
mould, Baffle arm, Plunger and Thimble.
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Mould reading rates
With this picture it is possible to find out those moulds having reading problems. Below bar
marked with letter S at right margin all those containers are collected, for which a valid
mould number had been read, but no valid section could be found. Reasons might be:
• Resorting of bottles with mould numbers not actually produced
• HE operator did not update mould table after change. If this happens, the bar of the
removed mould would decrease to 0%.
• Phantom reading. Mould reader found not existing mould numbers.
Below bar R all bottles with mould number 0 are collected (not readable).

Also here with one mouse click the history can be selected. While the upper picture shows
rate of no reads R at 0,9%, this was not a constant rate all the time. Instead during day
shift rate of no reads was around 2% and decreased after 16:00.
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History of mould rejects
Important to trace your quality is the history of mould rejects. To be sure, which mould
number had been in reject during which period of time, have a look here:

At 13:04 reject for mould number 14 was started (red marked); at 13:22 this reject was
stopped. Reason and section of IS machine are stored. If you look at stop of reject for
mould 34 at 19:09, section and position of IS machine are missing. This means, at that
time mould 34 had already been replaced by another mould in IS machine. It had been
replaced by mould 5 on section 11 position 2 (back). But as you can see, this mould
change did not solve the problem, because later also reject for mould 5 was started.
Here is another way how mould reject history can be seen:

Let us have a look at mould 34. While this was on IS machine, 457 bottles (85.3% of this
mould) were rejected by mould reject. After mould change of course this was running for a
while still on Cold End and during this time 128 bottles (100% of this mould) were rejected.
Calculated against complete production however this had been only 0.44% plus 0.12%.
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Message exchange (Telegrams)
Message topics can be created to filter messages by topic later. Here are some examples
for message topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical defects
Main defects
Tiny defects
Breakdown / Problems at Hot End
Breakdown / Problems at Cold End
Generic message

It can be defined for each topic, who may send this message or not (Hot End Operator,
Cold End Operator, Laboratory Operator, Shift Supervisor, System Administrator etc.).
Different filter buttons help to find messages later by sender, by receiver, by topic etc. Two
timestamps are stored with each message: when it had been sent, and when the receiver
confirmed receipt. Additionally each message can contain one defect code from defect
code list, and also one mould number, to sort messages later also by these criteria’s. And
least not last a free text can be added to each message.
Example for messages:
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Specific information from Hot End
Part exchange
All part changes at production machine can be recorded by AFIS. For each type of part a
maximum standby time can be defined, after which this part should be exchanged.
Different colours show, how many % of this lifetime has been passed. This helps machine
operator to find out quickly, whether problems with quality at one section might be caused
by parts or tools, which have exceeded their optimal lifetime.
Section # 0 is used for all parts common for the complete machine (like shear, gob
distributor etc.).

Different views help to analyse changed parts and can be sorted by column header (i.e. by
date, by section, by part name or by reason):
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This view shows how often each part type had been changed:

Another view shows changes per section, helping to find quickly see the section with most
parts changed (4B):

Next picture shows how many minutes each part was used and how many bottles have
been produced with that (based on speed of production machine – bottles per minute).
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Section breakdowns
Reasons and duration of breakdowns can be typed in manually or recorded automatically.
Based on the number of used sections the total breakdown time over complete machine is
calculated. Here they had 10 machine minutes breakdown during 24 hours (0,7%):

In case each section of IS machine delivers one pulse per “Gobs delivered”, iAfis will
record section efficiency automatically and also section stops automatically (in case
section pulse pauses for >= 1 minute). See pictures how this data / events are shown:

Values on left hand side are showing % of gobs delivered per section, values on right hand
side # of gobs delivered per section.
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Picture above is showing section stops, section 2 was stopped from 8:17 until 8:19, again
from 8:30 until 8:31 etc.

Picture above is showing one row for each section and one column for each hour. Section
7 was stopped for 7 minutes between 2:00 and 3:00
In case customer is using Emhart FlexIS Database Interface, iAfis can communicate direct
with Emhart server to record and deliver more information. See picture below showing a
TopTen list of losses combined from Hot Enad and Cold End:
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Samples
Samples inspected for quality at Hot End can be added to same screen mask used at Cold
End (see description in next chapter).

Gob weight
If the weight scale at Hot End is equipped with a serial COM-Port, the gob weight can be
recorded automatically and displayed separated by front and back gob:
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Specific information from Cold End
Mould set inspection
Results of mould set control / lehr output control can be typed into the page shown below.
Additionally part changes from Hot End are displayed to show reactions at Hot End in
accordance to detected defects at Cold End. And also mould rejects are displayed on
same page to show reactions to critical defects. One comment field is available per shift to
add observations etc.

What does this picture show? At 22:00, when mould 18 was running on section 2F (blue
background), a heel crack (defect code 501, yellow background) was found at Cold End.
Reject for this mould was started with reason code 501 and active within the next 2 hours
(23:00, 00:00, red background). At least the mould on section 2F was changed from 18 to
21 (mould 21 arrived at Cold End between 01:00 and 02:00, blue background).
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Control of packed ware
For each article and even for each article/customer combination a set of defect codes for
control of packed ware can be defined. Each defect can be grouped as critical, main, small
or tiny. Additionally a set of rules can be defined, how many defects from each group force
pallets to be marked as blocked. Example
•
•
•
•

1 Critical defect or
2 Main defects
1 Main defect and 2 small defects
4 small defects and 2 tiny defects

After each added result the software will proof along the given rules whether the tested lot
of pallets should be blocked or not. Colour change to red background alarms if pallets
have to be blocked, or colour change to yellow if defects were found, but no pallets need
to be blocked. As long no defect at all was found, background colour will stay green. When
the test for one lot of pallets is closed, automatically blocked pallets will be inserted into
database.
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Control of inspection equipment
Results from control of inspection equipment can be typed in here (0=not ok, 1=o.k,
2=adjusted). Additionally short comments can be added. Different groups of persons can
add their test results (normally Cold End operator and Maintenance people). Here for
instance DELTA finish test was not good, and later Maintenance people adjusted again
camera 1 on left Delta and camera 2 on right Delta.

Worksheet for inspection equipment
Another screen is used to require maintenance people. On one page all production lines
are visible. On each PC running iAfis software people from maintenance can either have a
look at not closed problems reported, or they can close problems after repair and add a
short comment what they did.
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Pallet Labelling
Iafis also can print pallet labels with barcode. With this option for each pallet the timestamp
is stored when a pallet leaves the palletizer. In case a pallet is blocked, this is shown also
within same table:

Blocking pallets
Of course it is possible to add blocked pallets. If a pallet is resorted later, this can be
stored also by iAfis.
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Laboratory
Although all needed test items will be defined during installation phase of iAfis, customer
can add later new ones at any time also. They can be defined as variable test (1 or 2
values measured per container), or as attributive test (thermal shock for instance). Master
data definition per container type includes test items, definition of height (where to
measure), tolerances and schedule of tests. See this picture how new test are defined:

A test has a unique NAME (short expression) and a number (NUMERO). INFO is used for
more explanation expression. In reports results are ordered by NUMERO, not in
alphabetical order of NAME. This helps you to create an order by zones of the bottle or by
type of test. You may define attributive tests (good / failed) as well as test where you get
one or two measured values (VALPERBOT)

Definitions of specifications
For each bottle type an individual set of items to be measured can be defined with
tolerances. For each item there are the following tolerances that may be defined:
IDEAL, MINTOL, MAXTOL defines the tolerances for each single measured bottle.
MAXAV and MINAV (Max. and min. average) define the tolerance that the average of a
complete batch may not exceed. Additionally this can be used also as warning level for a
single bottle (not failed, but already outside average tolerance).
MAXDIFF can be used for ovality. Defines the maximum difference between maximum
and minimum value measured at round bottles
All modifications to specifications are stored also to have a history of modified definitions
for each bottle. Of course also comments and name of person who made modification can
be stored.
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Recording data in laboratory
Of course all test results can be typed in manually. But if the equipment has a computer
interface, results can be taken automatically by connecting this interface (normally COMPort) to one computer in laboratory. Here is a short list of the most used equipment that
can be connected to iAfis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weight scales from Mettler / Toledo / Sartorius for Weight and Capacity tests
AGR Volume Comparator
AGR Volume Measurement
Mitutoyo / IBR / Brecht-Multiplexer for DIGIMATIC calliper
Magnamike Wallthickness
AGR Ramp-Pressure and Vertical Load Tester, AGR SPT
AGR Coatingmeter (HECM and FCMS)
INEX Prolaser
AGR ASG
AGR Vision Bottle Gauge 7000
INEX / ICS Minilab
MSC AMD
OTTO Camera Measurement System

Recording data can either be done in laboratory, at Cold End, at Hot End, wherever a PC
is connected to network. Because iAfis knows the actual running moulds at Cold End, with
one mouse click these are copied into the screen for tests. An advantage is, that also the
section where this mould is running is copied and stored together with test results. Later
then results can be analysed by mould numbers and by sections.
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Results out of tolerance are displayed with red background. Additionally a small yellow bar
shows, how far the result is still away from tolerance limits (displayed with the small green
vertical bars). As you can see here, the value 651.20 for Fillpoint is still nearby the lower
limit. Average and standard deviation are recalculated after each incoming result and
displayed on lower part of the screen (not shown here).
Another advantage is, that different tests can be combined. For instance Weight, Capacity
and Fillpoint. Or wall thickness at upper contact zone, at lower contact zone, and on
bottom. Thereby each container is handled only once. Only select with one click what you
want to measure:
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In case the values are taking from COM-Port of PC, here is the work to be done for a
measurement of thickness in 3 zones:
•
•
•
•
•

Select the production line. This will automatically load the bottle from actual job. Or
click to Previous Job in case you have still to do a test for the old job.
Type in you name or initials to be stored with the test
Select what you want to measure (here Thickness 1-3). This will automatically load
the tolerances etc. for you.
Either select automatic mould table copy to read current mould table from Cold End,
or type in mould number manual. For this case you will be asked whether you want
to use the set of mould numbers used with last test.
Select Device if not already done (i.e. Magnamike on COM-2)

From that point you have your hands free to handle the bottles. Put metal ball into 1st
bottle, measure thickness at upper contact zone and press footswitch. Result is copied
and highlighted on screen. Now measure thickness at lower contact zone. Press
footswitch if done and measure thickness of base. Take out metal ball, place it in next
bottle and repeat in same way until all bottles have been done.
Of course you can place the cursor at any row meantime if you want to repeat
measurement for a bottle.
If you want to get a printout, click to PRINT button.
When results have been done, click to SAVE button to store your result.
In case of tolerance problems then a telegram to be sent to Hot End and Cold End is
offered. This makes sure that important information is forwarded immediately:
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Reports for laboratory tests
There are different reports that come with laboratory. First report is a printout of a done
batch. If you measured different items together, they can be printed out together. See this
example from a Prolaser test. For reasons of space this has been reduced here to only 4
items measured:

Results that exceed tolerance are marked with red colour; those ones that exceed the
warning level (Average tolerance) with yellow colour).
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Another report you can get is a daily report, which includes one row for each item
measured with # of bottles, smalles and biggest value, average, standard deviation and
qty. of bottles that failed the test (Tols):

When a job is finished, the same report is generated automatically above the complete job
runtime:
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Of course you can also get a report where only failed tests are shown:

Another report shows the values ordered by mould numbers:

Analysis of laboratory tests
As add on to tables with results iAfis offers different graphical analysis tools. One is to
display all tests done within an html page. For each batch a picture like below is shown
then:
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In case of round containers, where diameters are measured with 2 values (Minimum and
Maximum per measuring point), results are displayed in this way:

If you have a look at mould 28, you can see that this is not only out of minimum tolerance.
It also is more oval than round (height of the bar).
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Other tools show results either sorted by reference date of the batch, or sorted by mould
number, or sorted by sections of IS machine. At upper part of the picture average for each
batch is displayed as horizontal bar, and average +- 3 * standard deviation as vertical bar.
Within red background the qty. of bad containers is shown. If you click to one batch (here
20.10.2006 16:40) all values of that batch are displayed at lower part of the picture. As you
can see mould number 13 and 16 had been out of tolerance.
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In next picture results are sorted by mould number. The upper horizontal bars show the
average for each mould above all batches (+- 3 * standard deviation by vertical bar).
Mould number 16 is selected; 6 times out of tolerance. All results of mould 16 are
displayed at lower part:
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Last picture shows results sorted by section. Horizontal bar shows average per section.
Section 7F is selected (white cursor frame); 7 containers had been bad. All results from
selected section are displayed at lower part of picture. As you can see, no mould change
took part (always mould number 13 displayed at lower part).
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Alarms
There are different kinds of alarms configurable. Simple ones are formula for counter
values. In case a counter values within wanted period of time is higher or lower as the
defined threshold, automatically a message can be sent. Then this alarm will be
suspended for the defined idle time before being enabled again. This kind of counter value
alarm is normally used for high reject levels, different reject levels between left and right
inspection lane, or for breakdown of mould reading rates. Can be used also for non-iAfis
events. Only connect a 24V signal to AFIS, and define an alarm to be sent each time this
signal creates an output pulse (iAfis counting result > 0 within one minute).
Another type of alarm is watching that weight measured at Hot End is inside tolerance.
You also can define alarms to send a message in case of mould rejects being active
longer than wanted period of time.
Or define a mould reject to be stopped by iAfis automatically after mould has been
changed plus additionally period (i.e. 8 hours) has been passed. Because sometimes
people change a mould at Hot End, and Cold End people forget to stop the mould reject
after this mould has disappeared from Cold End. Afterwards, when repaired mould is used
1 or 2 days later, they wonder, why this is rejected again. Of course because they forgot to
delete it from inspection machines reject list. So this can be done automatically as well.

List of products that interface with iAfis
List below only contains such equipment that real have been running or is still running with
iAfis. In case you are missing equipment you are using, do not hesitate to contact us.

Hot End equipment
All forming machine equipment from different supplier (Bottero, Emhart Glass, Futronic,
GPM etc can be interfaced. Normally these signals are interfaced by 24V inputs on iAfis
side:
•
•
•
•
•

Shear on/off
Shear cut pulse
Interceptor or section pulse “Gobs loaded”
IS Reject pulse
Hot bottle counter / Lehr input counter

iAfis can take data from Emhart FlexIS Interface by Ethernet network – for such cases only
Lehr input counters has to be connected
XPAR Vision system or Tiama I-CARE system can be interfaced by Ethernet network:
• Inspected per section / position from IS
• Defects per section / position found
• Missing bottles per section / position
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Gob Weight results
• Weightscales from Mettler / Toledo / Kern / Sartorius etc. by RS232
• Gedevelop Gob weight by Ethernet network

Cold End equipment
Sidewall inspection
• Emhart-Powers Scanner 8000 by Qualitrac Arcnet network
• Emhart FlexBC by Ethernet network
• Emhart ViC by Ethernet Network
• INEX 5 x 512 by RS422
• INEX Superinspector-2 by RS422
• INEX Superinspector-3 by Ethernet network
• Krones / Symplex by Ethernet network
• IRIS Evolution-12 –16 by RS422 or by Ethernet network
• Tiama MCAL-1 by 24V-signals SDL
• Tiama MCAL-2 by 24V-signals SDL
• Tiama MCAL-3 by Ethernet network or by 24V-signals SDL
• Tiama MCAL-4 by Ethernet network
• Tiama Alphacam by RS232
• Tiama ICAM by RS232
Base / Finish inspection
• Emhart-Powers Scanner 8000 by Qualitrac Arcnet network
• Emhart FlexBC by Ethernet network
• Emhart ViB by Ethernet network
• ICS Base Inspector by Ethernet network
• INEX Superscan-2 by RS422
• INEX Superscan-3 by Ethernet network
• IRIS Evolution-1 –2 -5 by RS422 or by Ethernet network
• Krones / Symplex by Ethernet network
• Tiama Multistation 1 by 24V-signals SDL
• Tiama Multistation 2 by 24V-signals SDL or by RS422
• Tiama Multistation 3 by Ethernet network or by 24V-signals SDL
• Tiama Multistation 4 by Ethernet network
• Tiama Deltacam by RS232
Check Detectors
• AGR-PCC system by RS422
• Busch & Spreen ISM / GPM by RS422
• Emhart FlexT by Ethernet network
• Emhart-Powers TIM-LAN by Qualitrac Arcnet network
• Emhart ViM by Ethernet network
• Tiama Check+ by Ethernet network
• Tiama CO / M1 by RS422
• Tiama Mouldreader series 200 by RS422
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Other ones
• AGR CIS by serial connection
• AGR OLT by 24V-signals
• AGR Highspeed OLT by RS422
• AGR Sample Pressure Tester by RS422
• Emhart Minilab by Ethernet network
• Emhart MLP Pressure Tester by Ethernet network
• Powers DHG by 24V-signals
• Powers Wall Thickness by 24V-signals
Palletizer counting, Photocell etc.
• Interfaced by 24V signals

Laboratory equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AGR DSG by Ethernet connection
AGR Hot End Coating Meter by RS232
AGR Finish Coating Meter by RS232
AGR Ramp Pressure Tester / Vertical Load tester by RS232
AGR VGB 7000 Vision system by RS232
INEX Prolaser by RS232
Magnamike Wall Thickness probe by RS232
Tiama Dimension control / Inside Finish by Ethernet network
Weight scales (Mettler, Toledo, Sartorius etc.) by RS232
Mitutoyo Digimatic equipment by RS232
Brecht Digimatic Multiplexer by RS232
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